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1. Adamson, Peter, and Key, Alexander. 2015. "Philosophy of Language in the
Medieval Arabic Tradition." In Linguistic Content: New Essays on the History of
Philosophy of Language, edited by Cameron, Margaret and Stainton, Robert J., 74-
99. New York: Oxford University Press.

2. Ahmed, Asaq Q. 2008. "The Jiha/Tropos-Mādda/Hūlē Distinction in Arabic Logic
and its Significance for Avicenna’s Modals." In The Unity of Science in the Arabic
Tradition: Science, Logic, Epistemology and their Interactions, edited by Rahman,
Shahid, Street, Tony and Tahiri, Hassan, 229-254. Dordrecht: Springer.

3. ———. 2011. "Systematic growth in sustained error: a case study in the dynamism
of post-classical Islamic scholarship." In The Islamic Scholarly Tradition. Studies in
History, Law, and Thought in Honor of Professor Michael Allan Cook, edited by
Ahmed, Asaq Q., Sadeghi, Behnam and Bonner, Michael, 343-378. Leiden: Brill.

4. ———. 2013. "Logic in the Khayrābādī School of India: A Preliminary
Exploration." In Law and Tradition in Classical Islamic Thought: Studies in Honor
of Professor Hossein Modarressi, edited by Cock, Michael, Haider, Najam, Rabb,
Intisar and Sayeed, Asma, 227-243. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
Abstract: "This chapter presents, in an exploratory fashion, the history of Arabo-
Islamic logic in India between the tenth/sixteenth and fourteenth/twentieth
centuries, with special focus on the formation of the Khayrābādī School in this
discipline. Given its
exploratory nature, the chapter does not promote any thesis that elaborates on the
causes behind historical developments; however, it does point out that the study of
logic passed through India in four distinct stages via Multān, Delhi, Lahore, the
Awadh (generally), and Tonk. The aim of the chapter is simply to chart the
trajectory of the scholars and works associated with logical studies in the specified
period and region, so as to lay the groundwork for further technical research in
Arabo-Islamic logical texts of the subcontinent."

5. Akgunduz, Ahmed. 2011. "Sa‘īd Nūrsī’s Approach to the Principles of Reasoning
Vis-à-vis Analogical Inductive Reasoning." Journal of Islam in Asia no. 8:157-179.
Abstract: "Analogical inductive reasoning (al-qiyās al-tamthīlī) is to some scholars
a controversial issue related to Islamic law and logic. It is argued that this kind of
qiyās can only afford non-certain knowledge in Islamic law. Bedi‘uzamān Said
Nūrsī (1876-1960) however, evaluated this kind of qiyās and argued that there also
exists al-qiyās al-tamthīlī which affords certain knowledge. This problem may not
be appreciated unless information regarding the proofs (al-’adillah wa al-Íujaj) and
the ways of inference (isÏinbāt) and argumentation (istidlāl) in logic and Islamic law
is discussed. For that matter stand of great scholars like Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 728) and
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Ibn al-Qayyim (d. 751) have been shared in. They have actually gone the same way
with different nuances."

6. Akrami, Musa. 2017. "From Logic in Islam to Islamic Logic." Logica Universalis
no. 11:61-83.
Abstract: "Speaking of relations between logic and religion in Islamic world may
refer to logic in two respects: (1) logic in religious texts, from doctrinal sacred texts
such as Qur'an and sayings of the Prophet (as well as Imāms, in Sh'ıism) to the
Qur'anic commentaries and the texts related to the principles and fundamentals of
jurisprudence, all of which make use of some reasoning to persuade the audiences
or to infer the rules and prescripts for religious behavior of the members of religious
community; and (2) logic as a discipline that is studied and applied both
independently and as a tool for reasoning in (a) schools of Islamic theology (from
Ash’arīs to Mu’tazilīs and Shī'īs), (b) systems of Islamic philosophy (from
Peripatetics to Illuminationists), and (c) other types of knowledge in medieval
Islamic world, all being strongly influenced by religious doctrines of Islam.
Accordingly, this paper speaks of (i) the different manifestations of using logical
reasoning, particularly analogy, in Qur'anic arguments, e.g. for the existence of God
and resurrection after death; (ii) some contradictions or paradoxes reported by
different opponents in the verses of Qur'an; (iii) the place of logic in the
classification of disciplines and the courses taught at the schools and seminaries;
(iv) the influence of the attitudes of different religious sects on logic; (v) the
instrumental role of logic for both religious and secular reasonings; (vi) the relation
between reason and dogmatic religious doctrines, and, finally, (vii) the reflection of
this relation on progress or recession of logic in medieval Islamic world."

7. ———. 2020. "Logic in Islam and Islamic Logic." In Beyond Faith and
Rationality: Essays on Logic, Religion and Philosophy, edited by Silvestre, Ricardo
Sousa, Göcke, Benedikt Paul, Béziau, Jean-Yves and Bilimoria, Purushottama, 276-
300. Cham (Switzerland): Springer.

8. Ali, Mufti. 2005. "Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūṭī against logic and kalām. Analysis and
significance of Ṣawn al-manṭiq wa'l-kalām ʿan fannay al-manṭiq wa'l-kalām."
Hamdard Islamicus: Quarterly Journal of Studies and Research in Islam:23-44.

9. ———. 2008. "A Statistical Portrait of the Resistance to Logic by Sunni Muslim
Scholars Based on the Works of Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti (849-909/1448-15)." Islamic
Law and Society no. 15:250-267.
Abstract: "On the basis of my analysis of four works composed by al-Suyūṭi, I
argue that hostility to logic was a predominant feature of Sunni scholarship,
especially during the 13th, 14th, and 15th centuries. Logic was condemned by
distinguished Sunni scholars in Valencia, Fez, Aleppo, Iraq, and Mecca, but
especially in Egypt and Syria. This conlusion confirms Goldziher's argument that
resistance to logic started already in the 2nd/8th century and increased in the 13th
and 14th centuries; and disconfirms al-Rouayheb s argument that opposition to
logic was never predominant among Muslim Sunni scholars."
References
I. Goldziher, "Die Stellung der alten Orthodoxie zu den antiken Wissenschaften," in
Gesammelte Schriften (1970) vol. 5, 357-400 (originally published in
Abhandlungen der konig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften [1915-1916], 3-
46).English translation by Merlin L. Swartz, "The Attitude of Orthodox Islam
toward the Ancient Sciences,"' in Studies on Islam (New York and Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1981), 185-215.
Khaled el-Rouayheb, "Sunni Muslim Scholars on the Status of Logic, 1500-1800,"
Islamic Law and Society 11,2 (2004), 213-232.

10. ———. 2008. "How did al-Suyūṭī abridge Ibn Taymiyya's Naṣīḥat ahl al-Īmān fī
radd ʿalā Mantiq al-Yūnān?" Al-Jāmiʿah: Journal of Islamic Studies no. 46:279-
301.
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Abstract: "Al-Radd ‘ala ’l-Mantiqiyyin (an alternative title for Nasihat Ahl al-Iman)
is a work composed by Ibn Taymiyya to demolish each principle of logic as well as
to unravel the depravity of their foundation. Probably due to Ibn Taymiyya’s being
genius, when he destroys those principles, he could not avoid himself to discuss
digressively irrelevant topics dealing with theological as well as metaphysical
issues. In a number of passages in al-Radd, he could not even hinder himself to
make a good deal of repetitions. Therefore, al-Radd ‘ala’l-Mantiqiyyin is complex
and difficult to use. The coherence of arguments that Ibn Taymiyya formulated is
not solid and comprehensive. His criticism of logic is not penetrating as well. On
the basis of my analysis of al-Suyuti’s method of abridgement of Ibn Taymiyya’s al-
Radd, I argue that al-Suyuti succeeded in rendering Ibn Taymiyya’s sequence of
ideas superior to that found in the original work of the latter. The result of this study
confirms Hallaq’s argument that the overall result of al-Suyuti’s abridgement of Ibn
Taymiyya’s al-Radd is ‘a more effective critique of logic than that originally
formulated by Ibn Taymiyya."

11. ———. 2008. "How Did Al-Suyūtī abridge Ibn Taymiyya's Nasīhat ahl al-īmān fī
al-Radd 'Alā Manṭiq al-Yūnān?" Al-Jāmi‘ah no. 46:279-302.
Abstract: "Al-Radd ‘ala ’l-Manṭiqiyyīn (an alternative title for Naṣīḥat Ahl al-Īmān)
is a work composed by Ibn Taymiyya to demolish each principle of logic as well as
to unravel the depravity of their foundation. Probably due to Ibn Taymiyya’s being
genius, when he destroys those principles, he could not avoid himself to discuss
digressively irrelevant topics dealing with theological as well as metaphysical
issues. In a number of passages in al-Radd, he could not even hinder himself to
make a good deal of repetitions.
Therefore, Al-Radd ‘ala ’l-Manṭiqiyyīn is complex and difficult to use.
The coherence of arguments that Ibn Taymiyya formulated is not solid and
comprehensive. His criticism of logic is not penetrating as well. On the basis of my
analysis of al-Suyūṭī’s method of abridgement of Ibn Taymiyya’s al-Radd, I argue
that al-Suyūṭī succeeded in rendering Ibn Taymiyya’s sequence of ideas superior to
that found in the original work of the latter. The result of this study confirms
Hallaq’s argument that the overall result of al-Suyūṭī’s abridgement of Ibn
Taymiyya’s al-Radd is ‘a more effective critique of logic than that originally
formulated by Ibn Taymiyya."

12. ———. 2009. "Al-Suyūṭī's al-Qawl al-Mushriq against logic." Bibliotheca
Orientalis no. 66:40-70.

13. Alper, Ömer Mahir 2015. "Intellecting the Intellected: An Examination on the
Interpretation of “the Second Intelligibles” in Islamic Tradition of Logic and its
Reception during the Ottoman Period." Nazariyat: Journal for the History of
Islamic Philosophy and Sciences no. 1:35-68.
Abstract: "The interpretation of the “second intelligibles” (al-ma‘qūlāt al-
thāniya/al-ma‘qūlāt al-thawānī), as a term which is highly sophisticated and closely
related to many philosophical disciplines, began with al-Fārābī and continued to
expand its content especially in the literature of logic until the modern times. In this
process, following al-Fārābī several philosophers such as Ibn Sīnā, ‘Umar al-§āwī,
Fakhr al-dīn al-Rāzī, ‘Umar al-Kātibī, Shams al-dīn al-Samarqandī, Qutb al-dīn al-
Rāzī and Sayyid Sharīf Jurjānī became salient igures in interpreting the second
intelligibles. he accumulated tradition including various approaches and
transformations on the subject was transmitted directly to the Ottoman period,
during which the second intelligibles were widely discussed with new concepts and
issues. As it had been before, these interpretations and discussions found place in
the literature of logic during the Ottoman period. In this article, I will examine the
interpretations on the second intelligibles from al-Arabi to Jurjānī while marking
moments of change and development. hen I will examine how Ottoman
philosophers and logicians approached the second intelligibles by comparing the
commentaries of Burhān al-dīn Bulgārī, Kul Ahmed (Ahmed b. Muhammad b.
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Khıdr), §adr al-dīn-zāda Mehmed Emin Shirwānī and Kara Khalil b. Hasan al-
Tirawī on Mullā Fanārī’s famous book on logic, al-Fawā’id al-Fanāriyya."

14. Alwishah, Ahmed, and Sanson, David. 2009. "The early arabic liar: the liar paradox
in the Islamic world from the mid-ninth to the mid-thirteenth centuries CE."
Vivarium no. 47:97-127.
Abstract: "We describe the earliest occurrences of the Liar Paradox in the Arabic
tradition. The early Mutakallimùn claim the Liar Sentence is both true and false;
they also associate the Liar with problems concerning plural subjects, which is
somewhat puzzling. Abhari (1200-1265) ascribes an unsatisfiable truth condition to
the Liar Sentence - as he puts it, its being true is the conjunction of its being true
and false - and so concludes that the sentence is not true. Tūsī (1201-1274) argues
that self-referential sentences, like the Liar, are not truth-apt, and defends this claim
by appealing to a correspondence theory of truth. Translations of the texts are
provided as an appendix."

15. Aoude, Safia. 2011. "Classical logic in Islamic philosophy: Creating dichotomy or
catalyst?" Tidsskrift om Islam & Kristendom no. 14:29-38.
"Introduction
Using classical Greek logic to explain the concept of a metaphor to his readers, the
famous Islamic scholar Ibn Sina wrote in his book “Qiyâs”:
“So and so is beautiful. Everything beautiful is a moon. Therefore so and so is a
moon.”
On the other hand, the equally famous Islamic scholar Imam al-Shafi'i is quoted to
have said:
"People did not become ignorant, nor differed except after their abandonment of the
Arabic language and their inclination to the language of Aristoteles!"1
The words of Ibn Sina and Imam al-Shafi´i present each two opposites; one is using
the methodology of classical Aristotelian logic to elaborate a metaphysical Islamic
concept, the other one is claiming Aristotelian logic has ruined the basics of Islamic
creed by the limitation of its semantics. Obviously, classical logic did play an
important role in the development of philosophical ideas among Muslim scholars
and philosophers, but there seems to be a dichotomous difference in approach.
The aim of my paper is to look into the views of some of the well known thinkers in
Islamic philosophy, extracting their specific opinions towards Aristotelian classical
logic. What use did Muslim philosophers have for Aristotelian logic in the
development of their own ideas?" (p. 29)

16. Arnaldez, Roger. 1991. "Mantik [Logic]." In Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd edition,
442-452. Leiden: Brill.

17. Azazy, Hany. 2017. "The Genesis of Arabic Logical Activities: From Syriac
Rhetoric and Jewish Hermeneutics to āl-Śāfi‘y’s Logical Techniques." Studia
Humana no. 6:65-95.
Abstract: "This paper tries to outline a history of development of informal logic in
Semitic languages and especially in Arabic. It tries to explain how the first definite
formulation of rules of this logic appeared at āl-Śāfi‘y’ Risāla, a work on ’uswl āl-
fiqh or methodology of law. It attempts also to provide new theories and hypotheses
about the translation movement in the Arabic and Islamic medieval world."

18. Bäck, Allan. 2008. "Islamic Logic?" In The Unity of Science in the Arabic
Tradition: Science, Logic, Epistemology and their Interactions, edited by Rahman,
Shahid, Street, Tony and Tahiri, Hassan, 255-279. Dordrecht: Springer.
Abstract: "A current ideology has it that different cultural traditions have privileged
sources of insight and ways of knowing. Prizing one tradition over another would
reek of cultural imperialism. In this vein we have those pushing for a unique status
for Islamic philosophy—and no doubt alongside Chinese philosophy, Indian
philosophy, African philosophy…. I begin by examining what could be meant by
‘Islamic philosophy’. I argue that embracing a multiculturalism that makes the
philosophic enterprise relative to particular cultural traditions ignores a quite
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important part of the Islamic philosophical tradition itself: the quest for a
transcultural, universal objectivity. The major Islamic philosophers embraced this
ideal: al-Fārābī and Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna), for instance. They held that some cultures
are better than others at attaining philosophical wisdom, and some languages better
than others at expressing it. They advocated selecting critically features from the
different cultures for constructing a general theory. I illustrate their method by
considering their treatment of paronymy and the copula. I end by advocating a
return to this Islamic tradition."

19. ———. 2016. "Demostration and Dialectic in Islamic Philosophy " In The
Routledge Companion to Islamic Philosophy, edited by Taylor, Richard C. and
López-Farjeat, Luis Xavier, 93-104. New York: Routledge.

20. Baffioni, Carmela. 1991. "Probable Syriac influences in the Ikhwān al-Ṣafā''s
logical epistles?" Aram Periodical no. 3:7-22.

21. ———. 2013. "Logic in Islam." In Encyclopedia of Sciences and Religions, edited
by Runehov, Anne L. C., Oviedo, Lluis and Azari, Nina P., 1174-1180. Dordrecht:
Springer.

22. Baqir, Zainal Abidin. 1998. The Problem of Definition in Islamic Logic: A Study of
Abū al-Najā al-Farīd's Kasr al-mantiq in Comparison with Ibn Taimiyyah's Kitāb
al-radd alā al-manṭiqiyyīn. Kuala Lumpur: International Institute of Islamic
Thought and Civilization.

23. Bellosta, Hélène. 1991. "Ibrāhīm Ibn Sinān: On Analysis ansd Synthesis." Arabic
Sciences and Philosophy no. 1:211-232.

24. bin Ismail, Mohd Zaidi. 1996. "Logic in AL-Ghazali's Theory of Certitude." Al-
Shajarah: Journal of the International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization
(ISTAC) no. 1:1-2.

25. Black, Deborah L. 1990. Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics in Medieval
Arabic Philosophy. Leiden: Brill.

26. ———. 1991. "Aristotle's ‘Peri hermeneias’ in Medieval Latin and Arabic
Philosophy: Logic and the Linguistic Arts." Canadian Journal of Philosophy no.
Supplementary volume 21:25-83.

27. ———. 1998. "Logic in Islamic Philosophy." In Routledge Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, edited by Craig, Edward, 706-713.

28. Brock, Sebastian. 1993. "The Syriac Commentary Tradition." In Glosses and
Commentaries on Aristotelian Logical Texts: the Syriac, Arabic and Medieval Latin
Traditions, edited by Burnett, Charles, 3-18. London: The Warburg Institute.

29. Brumberg-Chaumont, Julie. 2016. "The Legacy of Ancient Logic in the Middle
Ages." In The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Logic, edited by Novaes,
Catarina Dutilh and Read, Stephen, 19-44. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.

30. Brunschvig, Robert. 1970. "Logic and Law in Classical Islam." In Logic in
Classical Islamic Culture, edited by von Grunebaum, Gustave E., 9-20. Wiesbaden:
Ottto Harassowitz.

31. Burnett, Charles. 2004. "The Translation of Arabic Works on Logic into Latin in the
Middle Ages and Renaissance." In Handbook of the History of Logic, Volume 1:
Greek, Indian and Arabic Logic, edited by Gabbay, Dov M. and Woods, John, 597-
606. Amsterdam: Elsevier North-Holland.

32. Calverley, Edwin E. 1933. "al-Abharī's Īsāghūjī fī-l manṭiq." In The Macdonald
presentation volume: A Tribute to Duncan Black Macdonald, 75-85. Princeton:
Princeton University Press.

33. Chatti, Saloua. 2014. "Syncategoremata in Arabic logic, al-Fārābi and Avicenna."
History and Philosophy of Logic no. 35:167-197.
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34. ———. 2019. Arabic Logic from al-Fārābī to Averroes: A Study of the Early
Arabic Categorical, Modal, and Hypothetical Syllogistics. Cham (Switzerland:
Birkhäuser.

35. Chejne, Anwar G. 1984. "Ibn Hazm of Cordova on Logic." Journal of the American
Oriental Society no. 104:57-72.

36. Daşdemir, Yusuf. 2019. "The Problem of Existential Import in Metathetic
Propositions: Qutb al-Din al-Tahtani contra Fakhr al-Din al-Razi." Nazariyat
Journal for the History of Islamic Philosophy and Sciences no. 5:81-118.
Abstract: "This paper addresses discussions in post-Avicennan Arabic logic on
various characterizations of metathetic propositions and their status vis-à-vis the
existential import condition by focusing on the arguments made by Fakhr al-Dīn al-
Rāzī (d. 606/1210) and the counter-arguments by Quṭb al-Dīn al-Rāzī al-Taḥtānī (d.
766/1365), both of whom established their positions in a framework drawn by
Avicenna (Ibn Sīnā, d. 428/1037), the most prominent figure in the tradition of
classical Arabic logic. In his logic texts, Avicenna thoroughly discusses the problem
of the existential import in metathetic propositions (ma‘dūla), and seems to have
presumed the existential import to be a truth-condition for affirmative propositions,
and therefore, for a irmative metathetic propositions as well. For Avicenna, in other
words, an affirmative metathetic proposition presumes its subject-terms’s possibly
existent referent(s). However, the theologian-philosopher Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī, who
lived about a century and half after Avicenna, criticized his views on metathetic
propositions and their existential import among other things, thereby igniting a
wave of debates in the tradition, in which Quṭb al-Dīn al-Taḥtānī participated in the
following century. By studying this contained problem, this paper seeks to address a
wider scholarly concern regarding the vitality of post-classical Arabic logic, and to
establish that this period witnessed the flourishing of philosophical debate among
Arabic logicians."

37. Di Vincenzo, Silvia. 2018. "Early Exegetical Practice on Avicenna's Śifā': Faẖr al
Dīn al Rāzi's Marginalia to Logic." Arabic Sciences and Philosophy no. 28:31-66.
Abstract: "Nine manuscripts preserving Avicenna’s Kitāb al-Šifāʾ share a set of
identical marginal glosses to the section of Logic. One of these manuscripts reports,
at the end of each of the glosses, a certificate of transmission ascribing them to the
theologian and philosopher Faḫr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606H/1210), which provides
some material evidence of the existence of a flourishing exegetical activity on the
Kitāb al-Šifāʾ during the twelfth-thirteenth century, in spite of the apparent lack of
commentaries on the text in that period. The present paper provides an edition of
the so far unknown ḥāšiyāt to Avicenna’s Kitāb al-Šifāʾ by al-Rāzī, with an attempt
at reconstructing their tradition and contextualizing them within al-Rāzī’s exegetical
and teaching activity."

38. Druart, Thérèse-Anne. 2016. "Logic and Language." In The Routledge Companion
to Islamic Philosophy, edited by Taylor, Richard C. and López-Farjeat, Luis Xavier,
69-81. New York: Routledge.

39. Dunlop, Douglas Morton. 1955. "Philosophical Predecessors and Contemporaries
of Ibn Bājjah." The Islamic Quarterly no. 2:101-116.

40. El-Rouahyeb, Khaled. 2011. "Logic in the Arabic and Islamic World." In
Encyclopedia of Medieval Philosophy, edited by Lagerlund, Henrik, 686-692.
Abstract: "The Arabic logical tradition emerged from the Graeco-Arabic translation
movement from the eighth to the tenth centuries. In its initial stages it was closely
linked to the activity of translating and commenting upon Aristotle’s Organon. By
the early tenth century, a circle of Aristotelian scholars had emerged in Baghdad
who saw themselves as a continuation of the Alexandrian tradition. Its most
prominent representative was undoubtedly al-Fārābī (d. 950), who wrote esteemed
commentaries on Aristotle’s logical works, as well as a number of treatises
introducing logic (manṭiq) to an environment that often viewed the Greek sciences
with suspicion. The influence of the Baghdad circle eventually reached Islamic
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Spain, where Aristotelian philosophy and logic flourished in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, culminating in the monumental commentaries on Aristotle by
Averroes (d. 1198). In other parts of the Islamic world, however, the influence
emanating from Avicenna (d. 1037) eventually superseded that of Aristotle.
Avicenna was less concerned with getting the interpretation of Aristotle right, and
more willing to make radical departures from the Aristotelian tradition. By the
thirteenth century, his works had replaced those of Aristotle as the point of
reference for most logicians writing in Arabic. The prominent theologian Fakhr al-
Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 1210) approached the Avicennian tradition with the same
irreverence with which Avicenna had himself approached the Aristotelian tradition.
He also decisively reoriented the scope of logic toward a focused study of terms,
propositions, and syllogisms, rather than the entirety of topics covered in the
Organon. A number of thirteenth-century logicians working in the wake of
Avicenna and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī produced sophisticated and original summas of
formal logic. They also produced a number of condensed handbooks that formed
the basis of logical studies at Colleges throughout the Islamic world until modern
times."

41. El-Rouayheb, Khaled. 2004. "Sunni Muslim Scholars on the Status of Logic, 1500-
1800." Islamic Law and Society no. 11:213-232.
Abstract: "In the present article, I discuss Goldziher's contention (echoed in more
recent literature) that fromt he thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Sunni Muslim
scholars ('ulama') became increasingly hostile to rational sciences such as logic. On
the
basis of discussions and fatāwā by Sunni scholars in the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, I show that this idea is radically mistaken. Mainstream
scholars in the Maghrib, Egypt and Turkey considered logic to be not only
permissible but actually commendable or even a religious duty incumbent on the
Muslim community as a whole (i.e. a farḍ kifāyah). Though there were dissenting
voices in the period, such as the Qāḍizādelīs, this seems to have been the
mainstream opinion of Sunni scholars until the rise of the Salafiyyah movement in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries."
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